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Mini Workshop 

7 members participated in the recent lid workshop.  They first made hand built  press 
lids to cover already thrown cylinders.  They also learned "Throwing off the hump",  a 
handy way to make bowl type lids. It is a  good skill to practice.  One can make small 
bowls as well as lids.
Lesley generously loaned her Shimpo Aspire wheel.  a little  table top wheel. It is very 
nice to use. Lots of power.  Many of the lids in the picture were demo-ed. Thanks 
everyone for being so enthusiastic. and doing  good job of cleaning up.  Thanks Joan!
 

Raku Evening/ May Meeting 
Raku night May 7th at 6:30. Chez Cary Burnett. 435 Dodwell Street.

Bring finger food and bisqued pots for raku firing.

This is also an important business meeting as we have a number of items to discuss:

Spring Sale, Lilac Festival, upcoming election of executive, clay order, etc.  Hope to see you 
there.


Glad I’ll be home from my Morocco trip in time for the raku meeting.  An amazing adventure 
into an enchanting land of friendly people.

I’m reassessing my wish to own a Bison trimming tool ($60+ US) having watched Moroccan 
village master potters work with only a stick and a paddle.

We watched a  potter in the the village of Azdourr use a slip trailer created by wrapping a stain-
soaked rag around a short bamboo stick. By gently squeezing the rag, the stain trailed down 
the stick and onto the pot. We saw pots made over adobe molds where the potter moved 
around the form paddling the clay to create a pot.

In Agdz they used molds made of hollow bisque ware that were set on sand.  The potter then 
sat and pivoted the mold as he paddled.  Pottery here is generally made by men.

The kilns were stacked with pots, and a “lid” was created by stacking shards on top.  The kiln 
was then fueled with palm branches over  6-8 hours.  Buff and I will have more information to 
share about this amazing adventure.







If our lost luggage gets to Edmonton today I’ll see you on Monday.  Cheers, Christy.



